NEW Products 2020

**Spackman Insufflation Cannula**
*Gynaecology*
- Stainless Steel, removing any risk of Nickel allergies
- Improved adjustable Vulsellum plate with stronger hooks to aid placement
- Improved overall quality

**Cusco Specula Insulated with Smoke Tube Small XXLong**
*Gynaecology*
- Specially designed to improve the treatment of post-menopausal women
- Strong metal construction with improved insulation performance for enhanced safety
- Smooth rounded design for improved patient comfort

**Sub Tenon Anaesthesia Pack**
*General Surgery, Anaesthetic & Ophthalmic*
- Atraumatic access to the Sub-Tenon space in order to anaesthetise the eye
- Rounded Westcott Scissors to avoid penetrating the Sclera
- Tapered curved Scissors for ease of tunnelling
- Toothed Moorfield Forceps meet precisely at the tip
- Kratz-Barraquer Eye Speculum retracts eyelids to improve access and prevents blinking
SuperCut Scissors
General Surgery
- One serrated blade and one sharp cutting blade allows a superior grip and cut
- Available with straight or curved blades
- Black handles make the instrument distinct

SuperCut Stevens Tenotomy Scissors
- Ideal for delicate cutting and dissecting soft tissue

SuperCut Baby Metzenbaum Scissors
- Ideal for fine cutting of soft tissue and blunt dissection

STSS2001, STSC2001, SZCS2121

Kerrison Rongeur Thin Footplate
Neurosurgery
- 180mm length with a 1mm bite size and 1mm thick footplate
- First-time sharpness reduces the risk of breakage in Spinal Surgery including: Anterior Cervical Discectomy and Posterior Cervical Frenectomy
- Reduced footplate ensures reduced risk of spinal damage
- Enables a precise bite to be taken in high risk areas

KRUT118014, KRUT118019